
Detetion and Traking of Faes and Faial FeaturesAntonio Colmenarez Brendan Frey Thomas S. HuangAdaptive Systems Department Department of Computer Siene Bekman InstitutePhilips Researh University of Waterloo University of IllinoisBriari� Manor, NY 10510 Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1 Urbana, IL 61801USA Canada USAAbstratWe desribe a real-time system for fae and fa-ial feature detetion and traking in ontinuous video.The ore of this system onsists of a set of novel fa-ial feature detetors based on our previously proposedInformation-Based Maximum Disrimination learningtehnique. These lassi�ers are very fast and allow usto implement a fully automati, real-time system fordetetion and traking multiple faes. In addition toloking onto up to four target faes, this system loatesand traks nine faial features as they move under fa-ial expression hanges.1 IntrodutionIn this paper, we present in detail a fully automat-i, person-independent, real-time system for detetionand traking multiple faes and nine faial features.We use Information-Based Maximum Disriminationlassi�ers [1, 2℄ with a novel set of low-level imagefeatures to loate aurately and eÆiently nine faialfeatures inluding non-rigid points as they move underfaial expressions.2 Traking and Motion AnalysisVisual objet traking and motion analysis fromvideo are areas of great importane in omputer vi-sion. The main objetive of traking is to roughlypredit and estimate the loation of the target objetin eah frame of the image sequene despite hanges inthe objet's pose, size, illumination and appearane.Motion analysis is onerned with the estimation ofthe non-rigid motion within the parts of the objetbeing traked.Figure 1 illustrates a general sheme for objettraking and motion analysis. Note that we have high-lighted two di�erent loops: (i) the traking loop, whihexeutes at the frame rate of the input video, and (ii)the initialization loop, whih exeutes only at the be-ginning or when the on�dene level of the traking
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Figure 1: General Sheme for Visual Traking andMotion Analysis.loop drops below some aeptable level.The traking loop is further divided in two steps:the feature mathing, and model �tting. The featuremathing step is responsible for loating objet fea-tures using image proessing and pattern reognitionalgorithms, while the model �tting step imposes geo-metrial onstraints and ombines the individual re-sults of the feature loations based on the knowledgeprovided by the objet model.In most approahes, the initialization is manual.The loations of the features are spei�ed by handor the user positions the features in preset loations.Then, the geometry of the model as well as the da-ta used in the feature mathing step are adjusted toperform the traking in the subsequent frames.2.1 Previous ApproahesIn early traking systems [3, 4, 5℄, the featuremathing step was arried out from one frame tothe next using optial ow omputations, resultingin drifting errors aumulating over long video se-quenes. In later tehniques, feature texture informa-tion is gathered during initialization, so the featuremathing step is arried out with respet to the ini-tialization frame to overome drifting.In order to deal with large out of the plane rota-



tions, a 3D model of the geometry of the fae has beenused together with the texture obtained from the ini-tialization step to ahieve 3D pose estimation simulta-neously with fae traking in an analysis-by-synthesissheme [6, 7, 8℄. In this approah, the 3D model isused to reate the templates by rendering the texturegiven the head pose so that the feature mathing stepperforms well on large out of the plane rotations. How-ever, this system requires the 3D model of the person'shead/fae.A wire-framemodel apable of non-rigid motion hasalso been used to analyze faial expressions togetherwith the global position of the fae [9℄. In a moreomplex sheme [10℄, optial ow onstrains are usedtogether with a wire-frame model to trak rigid andnon-rigid motion and adapt the wire-frame model to�t the person's head. One of the most serious limi-tations in the wire-frame approahes is the �tting ofthe wire-frame model to the fae in the initializationframe; this task involve the aurate loation of manyfaial feature points and is arried out by hand.Other approahes of interest are those based on\blobs", where, the fae and other body parts aremodeled with 2D- or 3D-Gaussian distributions of ofpixels. Pixels are lustered by their intensity [11℄, ol-or [12℄, or even disparity maps from stereo images [13℄.Although these tehniques fail to apture non-rigid fa-ial motion, they are easily initialized and operate veryeÆiently espeially even in sequenes with moderateolusion.In general, algorithms that use omplex wire-framemodels provide a framework for high level motionanalysis of non-rigid faial motion. However, theseomplex models need to be ustomized to the faebeing traked during a similarly omplex initializa-tion proedure. At the other end of the spetrum,algorithms based on simple models, suh as blobs,have proven to be feasible. Their simple initializa-tion proedures and low omputational requirementsallow them to run in real-time on portable omputer-s, but they are limited in the amount of informationthey extrat from the objet parts.3 Fae and Faial Feature TrakingIn this setion, we desribe in detail a fae and faialfeature traking system based on Information-BasedMaximum Disrimination (IBMD) lassi�ers. Thesefaial feature lassi�ers are used not only to initializethe traking system, but also as the mathing kernelsin the main traking loop. Traking is invariant to ro-tation and sale so that one the traker loks onto thefae, it is allowed to get lose or far from the ameraand to rotate freely.
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EdgesEdgesIntensityFigure 2: Examples of Training Images and Low-LevelImage FeaturesThe input of the system is ontinuous video whihmay ontain multiple faes. In addition to providinga log of the time when people step in and out of the�eld of vision and the loation of the faes and ninefaial features as they are being traked, the systemperforms temporal analysis of the global position ofthe faes to detet head shaking and nodding.3.1 Information-Based LearningFeature mathing is arried out in a maximum like-lihood setup with faial feature lassi�ers trained withfaial feature examples using Information-Based Max-imum Disrimination Learning.Consider a two-lass disrimination problem wherey 2 f0; 1g is the lass index and x is a disrete ob-servation vetor from whih we are to guess the lassusing a lassi�er y = g(x). We use a lassi�er basedon the likelihood ratio,L(x; s) = P(xjs;y = 1)P(xjs;y = 0) ; (1)where s are some parameters to be learned fromthe training examples. Our learning algorithm maxi-mizes the information-theoreti divergene (Kullbak-Leibler divergene),H(s) =Xx P(xjs;y = 1) log P(xjs;y = 1)P(xjs;y = 0) ; (2)whih is a quantity that measures the disriminationapability of the lassi�er.



Amodi�ed, 1st order Markov model is used to mod-el the pixel probabilities and the order of the pixels isspei�ed by s:P(xjs;y) = P(xs1 jy) dYm=2P(xsm jxsm�1 jy) (3)So, si is the index of the pixel at the i-th stage ofthe Markov model. The likelihood in (1) is omputedfrom L(x; s) = L(xs1 ) dYm=2L(xsm jxsm�1) (4)and the divergene in (2) fromH(s) = H(s1) + dXm=2H(sm; sm�1) (5)Learning proeeds by omputing independent di-vergenes H(i) and pair-wise divergenesH(i; j) i; j = 1; : : : ; d and then solving the opti-mization s� = argmaxH(s) using a greedy algorithm.One we have found a good, suboptimal solution s0,we use the logarithm of the likelihood in (4):logL(x; s0) = logL(xs01 ) + dXm=2 logL(xs0m jxs0m�1) (6)as the disrimination funtion. Note that an observa-tion vetor ontaining d pixels from an image windowis lassi�ed with only d additions.3.2 Faial Feature MathingWe train the faial feature lassi�ers using positiveexamples of the features from the FERET database[14, 15℄. Negative examples are obtained from sub-windows near the loations of the faial features.The disrete observation vetor or image sub-window of eah faial feature onsists of the ombi-nation of three distint low-level image features: bi-nary intensity, vertial edges (3 levels) and horizontaledges (3 levels), so that eah element of this disreteobservation vetor has 3� 3� 2 = 18 possible values.Examples of the training images and of these low-levelimage features are shown in Figure 2.Sine the lassi�ers are trained to perform withina limited range of sale and rotation , a sheme forrotation and sale invariant mathing/traking wasdeveloped. As illustrated in Figure 3, the predit-ed position, orientation and size of the fae is usedto projet a region of the input frame onto an imagewhere mathing is performed. One the features arefound in this image, they are projeted bak to theinput frame.
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Figure 3: Hierarhial, Sale- and Rotation-InvariantFeature Loation Sheme.In order to deal with fast motion from one frameto another, a hierarhial mathing proedure was im-plemented. At half resolution, a lassi�er �rst detetsthe whole fae in a searh area of size similar to thatof the fae. Then, the rest of the features are loatedat full resolution using muh smaller searh areas inappropriate positions relative to the fae.3.3 Model FittingIn this traking system, the IBMD lassi�ers at asperson-independent models for the loal appearanesof the faial features. The geometrial onstrains ofthe relative position of the features are obtained fromthe training examples and onsist of the loation andsize of the searh areas of the feature detetors in thesale and rotation invariant image. Consequently, thefeature loation auray of this system is the sameas that of the feature lassi�ers. The on�dene lev-el for the traking proedure is a ombination of theon�dene levels for the feature detetors.3.4 InitializationThe desribed traking system deals with multiplefaes and perform in real-time. Figure 4 shows a di-agram of how the system operates. The main trak-ing loop, indiated as \Real-Time Traking", exeutessynhronously with the video frame grabber, proess-ing one frame per period. Initialization is needed muhless frequently and onsists of two steps: \Objet De-tetion" and \Behind Traking," the traking of theframes left behind.Our fae detetion algorithm searhes for faes us-ing frontal views with up-right orientations (less than�6:0 degree rotation) and size ranging from 25 to 407pixels. It loates fae andidates and their outer eyeorners.Assume that at time t = 0, the initialization proe-dure is started with an exeution of the fae detetionalgorithm. By time t1 when the fae detetion is om-pleted, a total of N = t1=Tvideo frames have passedand the fae might have moved too far from its o-riginal position at frame t = 0 for traking to work.
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Figure 4: Initialization in a Real-Time Traking Sys-tem.During the time period indiated as \Behind Trak-ing", the traking algorithm exeutes asynhronouslyand as fast as possible, starting from the frame imme-diately after t = 0 until it athes up with the videoframe grabber. Then, real-time operation resumes.In a system intended to deal with multiple faes,the initialization proedure should exeute ontinu-ously to guarantee that faes entering the vision �eldare loked onto. To redue the omputational require-ments in our implementation, we fore the initializa-tion proedure to exeute only one every Tinit seond-s, and to stop one the maximum number of trakedfaes Nfaes is reahed. Default values, Tinit = 1 se-onds and Nfaes = 4, produe a total lateny of lessthat 2 seonds and leave plenty of proessing poweravailable in the omputer for other tasks.4 ResultsWe have quantitatively evaluated the performaneof our traking system using a database of video seg-ments of head-and-shoulder senes intended for di�er-ent aspets of faial analysis. This database onsist of54 video segments ontaining 18 people with 3 distintvideo segment eah. We stored the videos in MPEG1format, 320�240 olor pixels, at 30 frames per seondsat an approximate rate of 1 Mbits/se.Out of the 107460 image frames in this videodatabase, the fae was suessfully traked on 105417(98%). The nine faial features deteted are the outereye orners, the four eyebrow orners, the enter of thenostrils and the mouth orners. Figure 5 shows sev-eral sample frames from our video database and theresult of our traking system.

Figure 5: Sample frames from our Fae VideoDatabase and the results of the faial feature dete-tion/traking system.4.1 Performane of the Faial FeatureClassi�erWe have also perform a detailed evaluation andomparison of the performane of our faial featurelassi�er under \error boostrapping" [1℄ and other pa-rameter adjustments in the learning tehnique. Wehave measured the detetion auray and the ROCfor eah of the feature detetors. Spae limitations inthis paper prevent us from show these results in detail.Interested reader are referred to ??.From the performane omparisons of these fa-ial feature loators, two important observations weremade. First, the enter of the nostrils are by far theeasiest faial feature to detet followed by the eye or-ners. Seond, there is a trade o� between aurayand robustness with respet to the size of the faialfeature windows. Larger feature windows resulted inmore robust feature detetion and less auray in thefeature loation.5 Conluding RemarksWe have presented a novel algorithm for detet-ing faial features and an implementation of a real-time system for traking multiple faes and faial fea-tures. The faial feature traking results on our video
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